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About This Content

King Dugan's Dungeon is the game that takes place after Gunthro and the Epic Blunder. Once you've completed "Gunthro",
either KDD or Journey to Rooted Hold is a great place to continue playing.

What happened to Beethro Budkin on his first excursion into King Dugan's Dungeon? Well, mainly it was just the usual
dungeon exterminator's subterranean grind: killing off thousands of man-eating roaches, chopping through tar, guzzling mimic
potions, and generally ridding the King's underground chambers of all vermin that should not be there. But also Beethro met an

unexpected enemy, created lifelong grudges against him, and learned secrets that would later motivate his journey to Rooted
Hold.

King Dugan's Dungeon has been around in different forms for years. It is the original game that started many DROD players'
careers. Now we've upgraded it to make full use of the latest DROD engine. King Dugan's Dungeon now has challenge

achievements, better graphics, new rooms, new secrets and post-mastery area, and complete voice acting for Beethro and other
characters.

KDD features twenty-five levels and over 350 rooms!

To play this DLC:

Start "DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder"
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Click "Play Game", then click "Change Location".

Select "King Dugan's Dungeon" and click "Okay". Now you will see the "DROD:KDD" title screen.

Click "Play New Game" to start.
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This game is fun, does need quite a lot of thought.

The levels vary in difficulty, in a random order and are very colourful.

I do recommend.. Don't get me wrong, this game is definitely fun. But in current state it's not worth the money - needs way
more diversity, otherwise it gets boring after few hours. I know it's in early access stage but there haven't been any significant
updates (only minor bugfixes) since few months so I started to worry if devs are still interested in full release. I will change my
review if they prove they are able to deliever what was promised.. The idea of this game is good, but the execution is pretty
poor. In particular, steering is absolutely atrocious, although I was only using a keyboard. But keyboard steering in the likes of
Euro Truck Simulator 2 and OMSI 2 is pretty decent. In this game though, it's almost impossible. You're constantly either
understeering or oversteering. The steering wheel seems to have a mind of its own. Acceleration and braking are also very
laborious. It seems to take ages to do anything, like entering codes etc. (although that is quite cool - just a shame the execution is
so poor) and the tutorials are not especially helpful.

This is an old game, and pretty cheap. But even the low amount I paid was barely worth it. One thing I will say is that the
graphics were very nice and the night lighting was superb. Better games than this can often have quite poor lighting at night, but
this game has perfect night visibility - one of the few things it gets right.

Essentially, the game looks great, and has a few nice touches. But while it delivers on great looks and realistic ideas, it fails to
deliver on a smooth and enjoyable gameplaying experience. It's more frustrating than fun, so while it has a few good points,
overall I cannot recommend this. As some other reviewers have said, you're much better off getting OMSI 2 for a decent bus
simulator. Even SCS Software's old Bus Driver is a better game than this! That game doesn't have the same bells and whistles as
BS 2012, but you can steer fairly well, pick up passengers and have a reasonably fun time. This game just drives you up the
wall, which is really not where you want your bus to be going!. This DLC just add some random forgettable effects to the
universe, I'd say pass on this one unless you're a completionist.

If it's on sale for 1 or 2 dollar though it might be a nice addition.. THIS GUM (CHUCKLE) IS GREAT BUY IT NOW BUY IT
FOR YOUR FRIENDS GIVE IT THEM AS A JOKE AND TURNS OUT ITS GREAT I WAS SCREAMING OUTLOUD AT
MY FRIENDS WHEN THEY TRIED TO STEAL MY BLOODY STAR ITS GREAT BOUNCING ALL AROUND LIKE A
MAD MAN BUY IT NOW WHILE ITS CHEAP ITS THE BESTEST GUM (CHUCKLE X2) IN THE WORLD
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Amazing game.Definitely one of the BEST RPG maker games i ever played.Definitely at my top 3 favorits now :)
The story is amazing,sooo sooo many items ,weapons and potions and staff too have and to find and take and trade WOW ...etc
...
Really great game.
10/10. I really like the Export Keyframes to PNG/GIF option and bone tool. It's a great software for creating quick individual
character animations.. Not worth it. Nauseating / epilepsy inducing sky of noise and poor production value disguised "this is an
art style". No end goal, nor any real objectives. No actual neural network in this game either. This game is arbitrary and not
good.. very dull im sorry it does not hold up. seams like a fun puzzle game reminds me of bejewled with an rpg twist im not a
fan of puzzle games so if your like me and dont like them dont buy this game however if your a puzzle game fan then by all
means its worht getting seams rather challengeing. Wow... I really enjoyed playing to this game. Great atmosphere, dark story
with a lot of humour, music, ambience, characters, places,... all is perfect.
Maybe a little negative point to the difficulty... some puzzles are to easy and... 'Dannazione', Jack told you were you maybe have
to go for the next step. Ok, I follow his intuition... ;)

Hoping that 'Face Noir 2' will be realesed soon.... this game is so much fun! perfect for a fun day with friends.

I just saw the game on steam, and immediately the colors and style got me. Then I bought the game with two friends of me.
we played it the whole day xD
we had so much fun! First you have to get into the controlls, but after you figured out how to shoot fast and how to jump back
on the platform its so competetive!

for sure, there are still a few bugs and things that needs to be approved. but the developers look like they take it seriously. they
show directly in the game menu already which bugs are known and which updates are coming soon.
I joined the discord now. There, the developers even wrote directly to the community. that's crazy!

I'm really convinced of the game. is definitely worth a look. try it with friends, its awesome!
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